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Abstract: As cybersecurity strategies become more robust and challenging, cybercriminals are mutat-
ing cyberattacks to be more evasive. Recent studies have highlighted the use of social engineering by
criminals to exploit the human factor in an organization’s security architecture. Social engineering
attacks exploit specific human attributes and psychology to bypass technical security measures
for malicious acts. Social engineering is becoming a pervasive approach used for compromising
individuals and organizations (is relatively more convenient to compromise a human compared
to discovering a vulnerability in the security system). Social engineering-based cyberattacks are
extremely difficult to counter as they do not follow specific patterns or approaches for conducting
an attack, making them highly effective, efficient, easy, and obscure approaches for compromising
any organization. To counter such attacks, a better understanding of the attack tactics is highly
essential. Hence, this paper provides an in-depth analysis of the approaches used to conduct social
engineering-based cyberattacks. This study discusses human vulnerabilities employed by criminals
in recent security breaches. Further, the paper highlights the existing approaches, including machine
learning-based methods, to counter social engineering-based cyberattacks.

Keywords: cybersecurity; cyberattack; information security; machine learning; psychology; phishing;
social engineering

1. Introduction

At present, the digital world is growing at an exponential rate. People are embracing
the internet as a new way of communication, business, knowledge, and entertainment.
However, this shift in paradigm is raising serious concerns for the online security and
privacy of users. Despite rigid security measures, a high number of internet attacks
are conducted by exploiting application design vulnerabilities, scamming, or advanced
technical methods [1,2]. Among these attack methods, scamming has been around even
before the existence of computers and the internet. In terms of cybersecurity, scamming or
phishing are categorized as social engineering (SE) attacks. Attacks that involve exploiting
human vulnerabilities are classified as SE attacks [3]. SE attacks are conducted by exploiting
human vulnerabilities, such as deception, persuasion, manipulation, or influence [4].

The mentioned vulnerabilities are exploited to acquire confidential information, unau-
thorized access, knowledge of cybersecurity measures, etc. The main concern for security
experts in countering SE-based attacks is the absence of a pattern or methodology. In some
cases, even the target is unaware that they are being manipulated or influenced by the
perpetrator. Due to such hazy characteristics of SE-based attacks, existing countermeasures
struggle to stop such attacks. Recently, there were several large-scale security breaches,
compromising the vulnerable human factor [5–7]. Despite the advancements in technology,
humans play an integral part in functional organization. This human element in the orga-
nizational security chain is inevitably targeted and exploited by hackers. Figure 1 shows
some of the most common tools and a basic flow of cyberattacks based on SE [8,9].
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Figure 1. A basic flow of social engineering-based cyberattacks.

In the last two years, the most prominent mediums used to conduct SE attacks were
social media and smishing attacks. The majority of cyberattacks based on SE rely on actual
interactions between the attacker and the victim. In some cases, SE attacks can involve a
simple phone call, with an individual impersonating an employee to garner information,
such as a password or a PIN code. In 2020, Americans lost approximately USD 29.8 billion
in phone scams [10]. Table 1 provides a broad overview of attacks based on SE methods.
The attacks highlighted in Table 1 are some of the most prominent breaches in the last
few years. These breaches occurred due to a combination of human errors and SE attacks.
Based on Table 1, it can be seen that human error can also play a key role in conducting
SE attacks. To conduct SE attacks, hackers can even influence a victim into making an
error. Common methods used to influence targets are discussed later in the paper. Other
than the financial costs, data breaches can also lead to the loss of customers due to security
concerns. These attacks are highly impactful and easy to conduct. Based on the studies
conducted for this work, as well as our understanding, the countermeasures for SE-based
attacks lack the understanding of human behavior. Few of the published works highlight
the interconnection between human vulnerabilities and SE attacks. This study further
enhances the existing knowledge of human behavioral vulnerabilities and how they are
exploited by hackers. After highlighting the importance and impact of cyberattacks based
on SE, the rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview
of well-known cyberattacks based on SE and how they are conducted. Section 3 provides
a perspective on common human emotions or errors that can be exploited to conduct SE
attacks. The section also presents the current standings and concerns of machine learning
(ML) and existing countermeasures against SE-based cyberattacks. Section 4 highlights the
concerns of existing solutions, including a summary of the topics discussed in this paper.
Section 5 concludes the paper.

Table 1. Some of the most prominent social engineering-based cyberattacks.

Reference Company Date Details/Damage Breach Method/Tools

[5] Saudi
Aramco 2021 The hackers claimed that they had almost 1 terabyte worth of

Aramco data and demanded USD 50 million as ransom. Phishing email.

[11] Microsoft 2021 Several MS Office users fell for the phishing email scam. Each
victim was scammed for USD 100 to 199.

Business email compromise (BEC)
attack, Phishing email

[6,7] Marriott 2020–2018
On both occasions, hackers acquired access to millions of guest
records. These records included guest names, addresses, contact
numbers, and encrypted credit card information.

Phishing email, compromised
credentials of two Marriott employees,
remote access Trojan (RAT), Mimikatz
post-exploitation tool.

[12] Twitter 2020
Hackers compromised 130 Twitter accounts. Each account had
at least 1 million followers. Hackers used 45 highly-influential
accounts to promote a Bitcoin scam.

Impersonation-based SE attack,
spear-phishing attacks.

[13] Shark
Tank 2020 Shark Tank host lost USD 400,000 after falling for a scam email. Phishing email.

[14] Toyota 2019 The Toyota Boshoku Corporation lost USD 37 million after
falling victim to a BEC attack. Phishing email (i.e., BEC)
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Table 1. Cont.

Reference Company Date Details/Damage Breach Method/Tools

[15] Energy firm
(U.K based) 2019 The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) was deceived and

scammed for USD 243,000 by the hackers. Deepfake phishing impersonation

[16,17] Google and
Facebook 2015–2013 The phishing emails cost both Google and Facebook over USD

100 million. Spear

2. Social Engineering Attacks

Social engineering can be defined as a process used to exploit human psychology,
rather than a sophisticated hacking method [18]. With growing reliance on technology,
SE is becoming a key tool for cyberattacks. Conversely, due to the increasing number of
cyberattacks, the technical methods used to counter cyberattacks are also improving [19].
These continuous improvements of security methods are making technical attacks difficult
to execute. On the other hand, SE is proving to be a highly successful approach used to
conduct cyberattacks. Cyberattacks based on SE can facilitate attackers in several ways, i.e.,
infiltrating organizational networks, bypassing firewalls, infecting systems with malware,
opening back-doors in the organization network, etc. Cyberattacks that use SE can exploit
or influence human behavior in many ways. For instance, human error can be used to
initiate an attack. Attackers can enforce an individual to err by influencing the decision-
making process. Details on how decision-making is influenced are discussed later in the
paper. Similarly, several other human behaviors can be exploited to conduct cyberattacks
based on SE [20]. In this section, some of the most common cyberattacks based on SE
are discussed.

2.1. Phishing Attack

Phishing attacks are among the most successful attack methods in SE-based attacks.
Each day, millions of scam emails are sent by hackers, some are detected and blocked by
different technical solutions [21]. However, some scam emails do manage to evade these
systems. Phishing attacks typically start with a scam email that lures a victim into a trap.
For instance, a phishing email may appear to come from an authentic source.

The method of luring a victim can vary depending on who the victim is, i.e., the
email may ask the victim to click the link for your travel expense receipt, click the link
to win a prize, etc. Falling victim to such phishing emails is based on human behavior
attributes [22,23]. The process of a common phishing attack can be seen in Figure 2.
A phishing attack can be conducted in several different ways. Two of the most common
methods can be seen in Figure 2. As these attacks evolve, the goal of any type of phishing
attack is to steal personal credentials or information. Some phishing attack types can be
seen in Table 2 [24,25].

Figure 2. The common flow of phishing attacks.
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Table 2. Common types of phishing attacks.

Phishing Attack Description

Spear Tailored attack to target a specific individual. For instance, an employee is targeted to gain access to an
organization’s network.

Whaling The intended target is usually a high-profile individual. The attack requires considerable time to find the
opportunity or means to compromise the individual’s credentials.

Vishing Vishing or voice phishing is an attack based on SE. Vishing is a fraudulent call intended to acquire classified
information or credentials of the target individual.

Smishing Smishing is a text message format of a vishing attack. In smishing, the only difference is that it is based on a text
message rather than a call.

Impersonation/business
email compromise (BEC)

BEC is an attack that requires planning and information. In a BES attack, the attacker impersonates a company
executive, outsourced resource, or a supplier to acquire classified information, access to an organizational
network, etc.

Clone

Clone phishing is an email-based phishing attack. In these attacks, the malicious actor knows most of the business
applications being used by a person or an organization. Based on this knowledge, the attacker will clone a similar
email disguised as an everyday email from the application to extract critical information or even credentials from
the target.

Social media phishing
In social media phishing, the attacker works by observing the target individual’s social media and other
frequently visited sites to collect detailed information. Then, that attacker plans the attack based on acquired
information. The attacker can use the gathered information to trick the victim in many ways.

Distributed spam distraction
(DSD)

The DSD attack is executed in two steps. In the first step, the victim is spammed with phishing emails mirroring
an authentic or credible source, i.e., a new letter, magazine, software company, etc. These fake emails contain a
link that leads the victim to a web page that is a copy of an authentic and credible company’s website. The second
step depends on how the attacker plans to conduct the SE attack, i.e., the fake page could ask the victim for the
login information (to garner further or confidential information) to confirm the identity and proceed further.

2.2. Dumpster Diving

The dumpster diving attack is a low-tech method used to obtain information on the
target [26] . The process involves going through trash and looking for torn documents,
receipts, and other forms of paper that could contain information on the target. An indi-
vidual may throw away a piece of paper that may contain information about a password,
pay slip, bill, credit card information, or something containing critical information. Such
information can help hackers with several methods to conduct a SE attack on an individual.
Dumpster diving is also among the most common methods of identity theft [27]. Figure 3
elaborates on some of the content that can be found in an organization’s dumpster. As seen
in Figure 3, the dumpster could contain any of the mentioned information. Normally these
documents or papers are torn and thrown into the trash. A malicious actor can go through
the dumpster and retrieve information to assist in conducting a SE-based attack.

Figure 3. Content that can be found via dumpster-diving in an organization’s trash.

2.3. Scareware

Scareware can be defined as a type of SE attack that is based on human emotions,
i.e., anxiety, shock, manipulation, etc. [28] . The attack uses human emotions to manipulate
the user into installing malicious software. The steps involved in a scareware attack can be
seen in Figure 4 [29]. It can be seen (in Figure 4) that hackers use pop-up-based alerts on
different sites to engage the target. Once the target clicks the pop-up, he/she is targeted
using misinformation. The misinformation is intended to influence the target to perform
an act out of panic. The intended act may ask the target for sensitive information or to
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buy a product to solve the fake issue. In a scareware attack, the hacker only needs to
persuade the victim to click on a link. For this persuasion, the attacker can use numerous
techniques to influence the victim into installing the scareware malware. The graphical
interface of scareware is in many ways an integral part of deceiving victims. The visual
representation of the scareware (e.g., a pop-up or a scan report) meritoriously presents
a credible and trustworthy application. Most forms of scareware malware adopt color
schemes, font styles, and logos that are similar to known brands of antivirus or software
products, e.g., Microsoft, Norton antivirus, etc. [29].

Figure 4. Steps of a scareware attack.

2.4. Water Hole

A water hole attack or water holing is a SE attack inspired by the hunting method
of predators in the jungle. In the real world, the predators in the jungle wait near a water
hole to attack their prey [30]. Figure 5 provides an overview of how a water hole attack is
commonly conducted [31]. In step one, the attacker identifies the organization to target,
then uses surveys and other means to identify the browsing habits of the employees. Based
on this information, the hackers identify the frequently visited website by the employees.
In step two, the attacker compromises the legitimate website. Compromising a secure site
could be near impossible, so hackers must identify the website that can be compromised
(one that is frequently visited by the employees). In step three, the hackers direct the
employee from the original website to a malicious website. This malicious website attempts
to identify the vulnerabilities in the victim’s system. To identify the vulnerabilities, hackers
use different methods, i.e., operating system fingerprints, analyzing the user–agent string,
etc. In step four, the hacker exploits the vulnerability identified by the earlier scan. Once
the system is compromised, the hacker can further advance the attack by infecting other
systems on the network, achieving the desired goal [32].

Figure 5. Steps of a water hole attack.

2.5. Reverse Social Engineering

Reverse engineering attacks are among the simplest yet most effective attack methods
in SE attacks. Reverse engineering attacks are carried out in two steps. First, the malicious
actor creates a problem for the target. The core idea behind the creation of the problem is to
initiate an interaction with the target. Second, the malicious actor approaches the victim
with the solution to that problem [33]. For example, the foe identifies a potential target in an
organization and intentionally creates a problem related to the information technology (IT)
department. Later, the foe poses as a person from the IT department, or a benefactor, and
offers assistance. Such acts are used to gain the trust of the intended target. With time, the
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malicious actor gains more trust and exploits the trust factor to gain sensitive information
or manipulate the victim [34]. Reverse engineering attacks are very common attacks at an
organizational level.

2.6. Deepfake

Deepfake is a recent and highly convincing technique used to conduct SE attacks.
Cybercriminals use deepfakes to forge images, audio, and video to achieve a particular
goal. In cybersecurity, the deepfake is a growing threat [35]. One of the most well-known
algorithms for generating deepfake content is generative adversarial networks (GANs) [36].
GANs are a combination of two artificial neural networks (ANNs).

These ANNs are called detectors and synthesizers. These ANNs are trained using
large datasets of real images, audio, and video clips. Then, the synthesizer ANN generates
deepfake content and the detector ANN attempts to distinguish the authenticity of the
content. The cycle of generating deepfake content continues until the detector ANN is no
longer able to identify the generated fake content as fake. Due to this rigorous process
of generation and validation, the generated forged content by GAN is very difficult to
identify as fake. Figure 6 illustrates an overview of the process of creating deepfake material.
In Figure 6, it can be seen that two different faces i.e., Face A and Face B are used to train
a network. Later the network is used to generate Face A with expressions or audio from
Face B. The newly generated image with the original Face-A interpretation by Face-B can
be used to confuse or influence a victim. In Table 1, deepfake was employed for the SE
attack conducted on a UK-based energy firm. In the attack, the deepfake voice was used to
scam the CEO of the company [15]. Other than scamming, deepfake has also been used
in several other criminal activities, i.e., blackmailing, damaging reputation, fake news,
misinformation, mass panic, etc.

Figure 6. Simplified illustration of training and generating deepfake images or videos.

3. Influence Methodologies

To initiate a SE attack, the attacker needs some form of influence on the target. This
section discusses the different methods to influence and compromise a victim. The promi-
nent human behavioral aspects that are used to initiate a SE attack are social influence,
persuasion, attitude and behavior, trust, fraud, decision making, emotions, language, rea-
soning, etc. [3]. The mentioned behavioral aspects are also used in cyberattacks based on SE.
Based on the victim attributes, the attackers exploit the most suitable human vulnerability.
The attackers can also use multiple vulnerabilities at different stages of an attack.
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3.1. Social Influence

Social influence includes both intentional and unintentional efforts to alter another
person’s behavior or attitude. Usually, social influence works through peripheral processing.
In such an approach, the victim may be unaware of the influence attempt by the attacker [37].
In general, social influences are categorized into three types utilitarian, value-expressive,
and informational [38].

Informational influence refers to the influence of an individual over a particular group.
For example, while shopping, a member of a group suggests what to buy based on earlier
‘experience’ information. The utilitarian influence refers to the influence on an individual
or a group based on a reward or something similar. Value expression influence is influence
due to interests or beliefs. For instance, on social media, people join groups based on their
hobbies and interests. To further elaborate on how these influence methods work, Table 3
provides a more detailed look into social influence interlinked with SE attacks.

Table 3. Social influence methods related to cyberattacks based on social engineering.

Types of Social Influence Description

Group influence [38]

Conformity is a variation in behavior to agree with others. A group can influence such behavior. On social media,
online groups may be used to influence victims into falling for a SE attack. For example, a social media group
with hundreds of subscribers can present a subscriber with a malicious link and influence the victim by informing
that every member must go to the link to be a part of this new group for future events and information.

Informative
influence/normative

influences [39]

In SE attacks, the foe often uses particular information and setups with the help of informational/normative
influences. For example, informing the victim about some free software and convincing the victim to install it by
providing information on software importance and ease of use. Such an approach can be used to puzzle or
manipulate the victim into performing certain actions or revealing information that benefits the foe.

Social exchange
theory/reciprocity

norm [34,40]

Such methods of influence are used in reverse SE attacks. The social exchange theory highlights that people make
decisions on the value (intentionally or unintentionally) of a relationship. For example, while working in a
corporate environment, coworkers exchange favors based on their relations with each other.

Moral influence/social
responsibility [41]

SE attacks use moral influence or social responsibility in two ways. One way is that the foe exploits the victim’s
helpful nature to extract information or to gain favor to facilitate the attack. The second way is to exert pressure of
social responsibility norms or moral duty on the victim during the SE attack. This pressure of moral duty
influences the victim’s behavior. Specifically, if the victim is not keen to offer any help. An example could be an
online group to help animals. The malicious actor can identify the individuals who are highly motivated and
willing to help. The attacker can target that victim for financial gain or can fabricate a story to target the moral
values of the victim to extract information.

Self-disclosure/rapport
relation-building [42,43]

Research shows that during the process of building social relations, self-disclosure causes a willingness to reveal
more to people who show connections to us. Adversaries use this SE method on victims who feel the need to
connect with someone special.

3.2. Persuasion

Social engineering relies on persuasion methods to manipulate victims into performing
actions or revealing confidential information. Persuasion is a well-known method that is
used in several other domains, such as sales, marketing, insurance, etc. [44]. As per Robert
Cialdini [45], there are six main principles of persuasion—reciprocation, commitment and
consistency, social proof, authority, liking, and scarcity. Reciprocation defines the behavior
in which an individual replies to kindness with kindness. For example, if a coworker buys
you lunch; you will feel obliged to buy him/her lunch the next time. A sense of commitment
and consistency can be defined as a desire to be consistent with behavior. This behavior
can include moral values, music, favorite food, etc. Social proof can be referred to as peer
pressure. It refers to the intentional or unintentional acts of doing what everyone else is
doing, e.g., if a group is looking out of a window, anyone who sees them will also look
out of the window. The principle of liking is simply the act of agreeing with people whom
we like. Similarly, the principle of authority refers to the act or tendency of individuals
to follow authority. The principle of scarcity refers to the approach of persuasion using
time-based constraints. For example, limited-time sales are used to persuade potential
buyers to buy products before time runs out and the product price is increased. These six
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principles play a key role in SE attacks that rely on persuasion. Further, Table 4 highlights
some of the persuasion methods used in conducting cyberattacks based on SE.

Table 4. Persuasion types used in social engineering attacks.

Types of Persuasions Description

Similarity [46]

The similarity of interests invites likeness and dissimilarity leads to dislike. The criminal tends to use this as an
effective approach to gain the trust of the victim. For example, on social media platforms, a foe may join groups
that are similar to the groups joined by a potential target. Such similarities can help build a relationship of trust
between a hacker and a victim.

Distraction/
manipulation [25,47,48]

Research shows that moderate distraction does facilitate persuasion. Distraction is used as an effective tool in
manipulation attacks. An example of a distraction-based SE attack is the DSD attack highlighted in Table 2.

Curiosity [49]
The majority of individuals are curious by nature. In a SE attack, human curiosity can be exploited in many ways.
For example, the attacker can send a phished email or an infected file as an attachment with a curious subject line,
i.e., you are fired, annual performance report, employee layoff list, etc.

Persuasion using authority/
credibility [50,51]

Most people tend to comply in front of an authoritarian figure. On the internet, hackers use symbols and logos
that reflect authenticity and authority. For example, an official logo of taxation, law enforcement, etc., to show
authority and credibility can be an effective approach to initiate a SE attack.

3.3. Attitude and Behavior

The theory of planned behavior (TPB) describes a psychological model to predict
behavior. The TPB model can be seen in Figure 7 [52]. The ‘attitude toward the behavior’
defines the motivation factors, i.e., the effort a person is willing to put in, to show a certain
behavior. For example, an individual on social media might not be willing to share personal
information but might participate in an online activity where privacy might be in significant
danger. The ‘subjective norm’ defines an individual’s behavior influenced by his/her social
circle. A person may align his/her behavior to be associated with a group. The ‘perceived
behavior control’ indicates the level of control an individual has over a certain behavior.
The three branches of TPB can be used to encourage a victim into revealing information
based on the behavioral stimulus [53].

Figure 7. Theory of planned behavior.

The methods to influence the attitudes and behaviors of victims can further be divided
into sub-domains, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Methods to influence the attitudes and behaviors of victims to conduct social engineering attacks.

Methods to Influence
Attitudes and Behaviors Description

Impression/
commitment [54,55]

The self-presentation theory highlights the fact that every individual presents a likable impression, both internally
and to other people. An individual might put a lot of effort into creating a desirable image. Such efforts can be an
opening for hackers to conduct SE attacks. For example, an individual’s behavior can be influenced if the social
image of that person is threatened.

Cognitive dissonance theory
[56,57]

The theory highlights the inner conflict when an individual’s behaviors and beliefs are not aligned with each
other. Such conflict can influence cognitive biases, i.e., decision-making. A malicious actor can exploit these
cognitive biases for extracting confidential information.
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Table 5. Cont.

Methods to Influence
Attitudes and Behaviors Description

Behavior affects
attitude [58]

The act that once an individual has agreed to a minor request, he/she is more likely to comply with a major
request, is known as the foot-in-the-door effect. In essence, people build an image by performing a minor favor; to
maintain this image, they tend to agree on the next favor. SE attackers can use such behavior to initiate an attack.

Bystander effect [59]
The bystander effect defines human behavior involving an individual who is reluctant to help when bystanders
are present. In SE attacks, victims may be tempted into a specific situation while in a group and exploited later in
a private chat to acquire personal or confidential information.

Scarcity/time pressure [41]
In SE attacks, the attacker uses scarcity to enforce a feeling of panic or urgency. This panic/urgency can influence
the decision-making abilities of the victim. Due to this confusion, the attacker can persuade the victim into
making decisions deemed desirable by the attacker.

3.4. Trust and Deception

On social media and in virtual networking environments, users exhibit trust levels
based on their engagement on the virtual platforms [60]. The higher the engagement on
virtual platforms, the higher the level of trust in them. This level of engagement can be
measured in many ways, i.e., number of friends or connections, posts, groups followed, etc.
Users that show high levels of social or virtual network engagement are more exposed to
SE attacks [61]. In SE attacks, trust and deception can further be classified into sub-domains,
as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Sub-domains of trust and deception to conducting social engineering attacks.

Sub-Domains of
Trust and Deception Description

Trust/relation [4]

Building trust is one of the most crucial parts of SE attacks. An attacker can use multiple means to develop a
trusted relationship with the victim. Methods such as influence, persuasion, likeness, reward, etc., can be used to
build a trusted relationship with the target. As per the research, once a relationship of trust is developed, the
victim does not feel hesitant to be vulnerable in front of the trusted individual. Such a relationship can be a
risk-taking behavior that could assist in a SE attack.

Deception/fraud [55,62,63]

Deception is an intentional act based on strategic interaction by the deceiver. The interpersonal deception theory
(IDT) suggests that humans believe that they can identify deception but a majority of the time they do not. The
IDT also highlights that the malicious actor takes every action based on a strategic plan to manipulate the victim’s
behavior. A SE attack based on deception can rely on several methods, e.g., lying, creating false fiction or
narratives, partial truths, dodging questions, giving the impression of misunderstanding, etc.

3.5. Language and Reasoning

Language is not only the most common method of communication, but it is also
a means of processing, generating, and expressing thoughts. The process of social inter-
action using language is very similar to a programming language process. Humans hear
the words as input, process those words, and generate a response as output. Seeking
appropriate words to explain the context of the subject or feeling is important. This implies
that crafting and elaborating information for SE attacks relies heavily on the language being
used for interacting with the victim, i.e., the language cognition is exploited [64,65]. Table 7
provides an overview of language and reasoning sub-domains associated with SE attacks.

Effective cyberattacks based on SE rely on human vulnerabilities. The attackers exploit
human behavior, knowledge, emotions, cognition, personal traits, human nature, etc.
Table 8 highlights the human vulnerabilities associated with SE attacks. A single SE attack
can be conducted using multiple influence methods. A single influence method can exploit
several human vulnerabilities. This multidimensional interconnection between SE attacks,
influence methods, and human vulnerabilities makes SE-based cyberattacks challenging
for security professionals.

The mapping in Table 8 provides a simple yet elaborate perspective on the working of
SE attacks. Such mapping can assist greatly in identifying the vulnerabilities and building
an effective security infrastructure to mitigate them. The highlighted interconnection
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between human vulnerabilities and SE attacks may not be sufficient to represent every age
group or human behavior; however, it can provide a broader perspective to individuals
and organizations on understanding and countering these SE-based cyberattacks.

Table 7. Sub-domains of language/reasoning linked with social engineering attacks.

SUB-Domains of Language/Reasoning Description

Framing effect/cognitive bias [66]

The phenomena of reflecting cognitive biases, i.e., expressing opinions and decision-making, are
influenced by the way a question is asked. This cognitive bias based on language-framing leads to
decision manipulation. For example, beef labeled “75% lean” is more preferred by customers as
compared to the label “25% fat”. In SE attacks, the cognitive biasing of a victim is exploited by using a
pre-planned language framework.

Complicating the thinking process
[67–69]

Language plays an integral role in the thought process for social interaction. This reliance can create an
opportunity to invoke ‘thinking confusion’ through language. For example, to induce thinking
confusion, an attacker can engage his/her victim in a statement with non-grammatical or unclear
meaning. Such statements can tempt the victim into acting based on presumption, i.e., a statement
“that’s touching to hear” may result in the victim touching his ear. Another example can be an
incomplete statement, such as “I can’t hear”, which could encourage the victim to check or adjust the
equipment.

Table 8. Association between social engineering-based cyberattacks, method of influence, and
human vulnerability.

No. Attack Methods to Influence Victims Human Vulnerability Exploited

1 Impersonation, business email
compromise (BEC), clone phishing

Moral influence social responsibility, similarity,
persuasion using authority/credibility, interpersonal
deception theory (IDT), complicating the thinking
process, curiosity

Being helpful charity, kindness, trying
to be acceptable in social norms

2
Spear phishing, pretexting, smishing
phishing, whaling phishing, vishing
phishing deepfake

Similarity, persuasion using authority/credibility,
impression/commitment behavior affects attitude,
scarcity, deception/fraud, complicating the
thinking process

Being helpful, being obedient to
authority, helping nature,
panic negligence

3 Social media phishing, scareware,
reverse-engineering attack, deepfake

Group influence, informative influence/normative
influence, social exchange, theory/reciprocity norm,
moral influence/social responsibility

Friendly nature, negligence, trustful
nature, credibility

4 Waterhole attack, deepfake
Persuasion using authority/credibility, framing
effect/cognitive bias, complicating the
thinking process

Curiosity, greed, excitement fear

3.6. Countering Social Engineering-Based Cyberattacks

Human awareness can be identified as a key factor in countering SE attacks. SE meth-
ods focus on hacking humans by targeting human cognitive biases rather than machines.
The methods to counter SE-based cyberattacks can be seen in Table 9. The ML-based ap-
proaches to counter and detect SE-based cyberattacks are discussed separately in
Section 5. Based on recently published work, most researchers find the following meth-
ods to be highly effective to counter SE attacks. Based on Table 9, it can be concluded that
training and educating individuals on cybersecurity and SE attacks can play a significant role.
In Table 9, the checkmark highlight the countermeasures suggested by the referred study.

Several researchers have highlighted the role of well-defined policies to counter cy-
berattacks. Policies that can be implemented to avoid and manage an event of a data
breach or SE-based cyberattacks. Organizational policies are further categorized into two
main groups cybersecurity and communication policies. Cybersecurity policies are defined
specifically for cyberattacks. Such policies may include instructions on avoiding illegal
software, use of personal devices on the company network, steps to follow in case of cyber-
attacks, documentation of a cyberattack, human resources (HR) procedures for third party
vendor privileges and access, critical area access management, password management,
organizational security infrastructure, etc.
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Table 9. Suggested method to counter social engineering attacks.

No. Training
Cyber

Security
Policies

Communication
Policies

Company
Equipment

Spam Filter/
Antivirus/
Firewall

Encrypted
Communication

Password/Data
Management

Incident
Report

[8] X X X X X X
[33] X X X X X
[58] X X X
[62] X X X X X X
[70] X
[71] X X X
[72] X X X X
[73] X X
[74] X X X
[75] X X X
[76] X X X
[77] X X X
[78] X X
[79] X X X X X
[80] X X X

A well-defined cybersecurity policy can limit many data breaches or cyberattacks.
Moreover, organizational policies for official (or in some cases, unofficial) communication
should be implemented. The reason to implement a separate set of policies for commu-
nication is based on the high number of SE attacks that exploit communication norms to
conduct cyberattacks (i.e., Table 1). An organization should define clear policies for official
communication within and outside the organization. Such policies may include a process
of approval and validation for connecting a personal device to the organizational network,
what level of information can be shared on emails, SMS, or calls, procedures to validate
the authenticity of suspicious email, SMS, or calls, communication methods in case of
working from home, etc. Organizational communication policies can play an integral role
in avoiding any cyberattack based on SE. The importance and need of appropriate anti-
viruses, firewall, spam filters, and updated software patches cannot be underestimated and
must be installed on both organizational and personal systems. Some of the research and
survey papers on SE attack mitigation have encouraged organizations to provide company
equipment to employees, as equipment managed by the organization’s IT department
can easily be updated with security software and can be checked frequently for malicious
software. Due to recent advancements in ML, the ML-based approaches are discussed
separately in the following section.

3.7. Machine Learning-Based Countermeasures

Machine learning (ML) is another domain that can play an important role in coun-
tering SE-based cyberattacks. For phishing-based attacks, ML models can be trained to
identify patterns and language in emails, SMS, malicious links, and even calls using nat-
ural language processing (NLP) [58,71]. However, the continuous evolution of phishing
characteristics can be a concern for ML-based methods. In this section, some of the most
significant ML methods to counter SE-based cyberattacks are presented. The section also
highlights the existing concerns with the discussed ML methods.

3.7.1. Deep Learning

Deep learning (DL)-based approaches can also play a vital role in countering SE-
based cyberattacks since DL has been an effective approach used to counter a wide range
of malware, phishing attacks, traffic analysis, spam detection, intrusion detection, etc.
[81–86]. For instance, deep neural networks (DNNs) in DL are inspired by the human
brain. As more data are fed to a DNN, it gradually becomes better at detecting malicious
dialog. Due to this reason, Google is also using neural networks to detect spam emails
[72]. When it comes to phishing, DNN-based solutions can be highly effective. In [87], the
authors proposed a hybrid model based on DNN and long short-term memory (LSTM)
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to identify phishing web links. The authors used NLP to select features and character
embedding-based features for the DNN-LSTM model to identify phishing website links.
The model was trained on two datasets—Ebbu2017 and a secondary dataset that was based
on several internet resources. Even with the high detection rate by the proposed model, the
authors stated the concerns on the datasets used. The datasets used may lack the precise
representation of real work attacks. The papers [88,89] also presented DL-based approaches
to counter SE-based attacks initiated through Twitter, DNS, URL, and email. The authors
presented elaborate insight into the origination of ransomware based on different case
studies. However, the absence of datasets representing sophisticated SE-based attacks
may hold the key to enhanced DL to counter SE-based cyberattacks. This concern is
highlighted by K. Simar, et al. in [90]; in their study, they presented a DL-based approach
to structure the unstructured data generated by different internet sources. However,
handling misinformation can be a concern in the proposed approach. When validating
the authenticity of the source, publishing an event or article may still be questionable.
Nonetheless, if the source validation process can be enriched, the proposed approach can
play an integral role in improving the DL-based approach against SE attacks.

3.7.2. Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning (RL), another aspect of ML, is also a method used to counter
SE-based cyberattacks. In [91], the authors proposed a cyber-resilient mechanism (CRM)
to counter online threats, including uncertain real-time scenarios. The model used the
feedback architecture of RL to define policies, as the system observes the online actions.
However, the model requires online observations to learn and adapt unknown attack
methods used in SE-based cyberattacks. In [92], the authors used the RL-based greedy
approach. The authors used predefined attack and defense approaches (i.e., Petri net) to
train the RL model. Based on the experimentation results, the authors concluded that the
model gradually improved its performance to identify a cyberattack. The goal of the paper
was to highlight the potential of RL to counter cyberattacks. The main concern for the
RL-based approach is the observation of an unlimited range of human behaviors. As time
goes by, the data related to human behavior will grow exponentially, making it difficult to
track and store information [93].

3.7.3. Natural Language Processing

One of the most convenient tools in ML to counter phishing-based cyberattacks is
NLP [94]. NLP with ML has played an important role in countering phishing attacks [95].
Several NLP processes, e.g., information extraction, text categorization, and machine
translation, are inspired by DL [96]. The NLP relies on five main features to identify
phishing emails or online links. Those features are email body characteristics, email
subject, uniform resource locator (URL) characteristics, hidden script (i.e., JavaScript,
pop-up on click activity, etc.) characteristics, and sender characteristics. A paper by
Tim Repke et al. [97] used the word-embedded technique with DL to analyze email text
for human mode identification. This technique is not used to identify phishing, but it
can be useful for identifying abnormalities in the usual email text, which can help in
identifying email phishing, i.e., impersonation, BEC, clone phishing, etc. The only concern
for the ML-based NLP model is the dependency on the surface text of an email. If the
structure of dialog or a sentence is altered, it becomes difficult for the model to identify
as phishing [96]. However, the key challenge for ML to counter SE-based cyberattacks is
the absence of an attack pattern or a methodology that can identify the multidimensional
approach to SE-based cyberattacks [86]. As discussed in Section 3, SE-based attacks exploit
human vulnerabilities, making them beyond the traditional approaches of security in
computer science. Therefore, the psychological decision-making and cognitive biases
involved in SE-based cyberattacks are ongoing concerns for ML-based approaches [98].
To achieve a higher detection rate, the researcher should explore the linguistic features of
SE and integrate cognitive and psychological factors into ML-based approaches.
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4. Discussion

The manipulation of human behavior and emotions in cyberattacks presents an un-
known and challenging variable for security experts. The prime reason behind this variable
can generally be characterized as culture. Culture can play an important role in influencing
human behavior, beliefs, morals, decisions, and attitudes [99,100]. Even with technological
advancements in security, humans can be exploited for their vulnerabilities. Based on
Table 9, it can be concluded that the most recent publications agree that raising the aware-
ness of cybersecurity through training and education is essential. Such awareness can
help in decreasing cyberattacks based on SE. On the other hand, some studies [101–103]
highlight that despite appropriate training and policies, human vulnerabilities can still be
exploited via SE attacks. For example, not every individual working in an organization
has basic knowledge of computer security. Training an employee with no prior computer
knowledge can be costly, time-consuming, and may not be very effective [104]. Such em-
ployees are highly vulnerable to several phishing-based SE attacks. Another study [105]
concluded that an individual’s self-efficiency also plays an important role in avoiding SE
attacks. The connection between an individual’s self-efficiency and vulnerability to SE
attacks is further explored in some research publications.

Papers [1,4,106–108] categorized vulnerabilities based on behaviors displayed by an
individual on social media and in daily life. The papers then highlighted the behavioral
traits that can be targeted by SE attacks. The studies also highlighted that social psychology
can be used to reinforce security policies. The mapping in Table 8 also provides an abstract
view of how behaviors can be used to identify exploitable vulnerabilities for SE attacks.
In addition, Table 8 maps an extensive range of behavioral human traits on specific SE-based
attacks, whereas most of the recent papers focused on mapping phishing-based attacks
on human behavior. It can be observed that there is a clear gap between sophisticated SE
attacks and existing countermeasures. The lack of effective approaches to prevent and
avoid SE-based cyberattacks is an ongoing challenge for security experts. To efficiently
counter these SE attacks, multidimensional countermeasures based on human vulnerabili-
ties and technical components are necessary. ML-based approaches show high efficiency in
countering SE-based cyberattacks; however, there is still a need for further improvement
in ML-based methods, as discussed in Section 5. With that in mind, this paper provides
a broad outline of the components interconnecting human vulnerabilities with SE-based
cyberattacks. Additionally, this research can provide readers and researchers with an ap-
propriate understanding of the available countermeasures, including ML-based approaches
against cyberattacks based on SE. Such understanding can assist organizations in defining
policies to proficiently counter such attacks. Understandably, several research papers have
highlighted the impacts, approaches, and motivations behind SE attacks. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there is a lack of research on mapping human behavior on specific
SE attacks. The association of human behavior to specific SE attacks may hold the key
to enhanced countermeasures against such attacks. So far, a handful of researchers have
worked on associating behavioral approaches to explicit SE-based attack vulnerabilities.
The association between attacks and human vulnerabilities presented in Table 8 can play
an integral role in improving the approaches to counter SE attacks.

This paper presents a theoretical understanding of cyberattacks based on SE. The key
concern of evaluating human vulnerabilities in cybersecurity is the viewpoint of the ob-
server. A cybersecurity professional might have a different perspective on human vul-
nerabilities as compared to a person with a background in human psychology. Most of
the influence methods and human vulnerabilities discussed in the paper have been used
to conduct cyberattacks; however, a few of them are based on theoretical concepts and
case studies. Such theoretical concepts need further studies and testing to improve the
understanding of human behavior under SE attacks. The analysis of human vulnerabilities
based on theoretical concepts can be considered a limitation of this paper. Human behavior
and vulnerabilities are also dependent on factors such as the working environment, age,
educational background, work experience, etc. On the other hand, theoretical analysis
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plays a key role in providing grounds to improve and conduct further studies. In ML-based
approaches, in particular, a better understanding of human behavior can lead to improved
models of NLP- and DNN-based countermeasures. Despite the existing countermeasures
and efforts, the World Economic Forum emphasized that SE-based cyberattacks are among
the most concerning security aspects for organizations in 2022 [109]. Table 10 provides
a summary of the topics covered in the paper.

Table 10. Summary of topics covered in the paper.

Section Section Summary

Section 1 In this section, readers are introduced to the idea and working of SE attacks. To highlight the importance of cyberattacks based on
SE, some of the most recent and prominent attacks are presented to the readers in the section.

Section 2 This section covers the most common types of SE attacks and their methodologies, i.e., phishing, dumpster diving, scareware,
water hole, reverse SE.

Section 3
In this section, the methods to influence or exploit human vulnerabilities to conduct SE attacks are discussed. The section also
provides the interconnection between SE attacks, methods of influence, and human vulnerabilities. The mapping of SE attacks,
methods of influence, and human vulnerabilities plays a key role in understanding and countering cyberattacks based on SE.

Section 4
This section presents the reader with recent research on methods to counter SE attacks. The section also provides readers with an
elaborate understanding of different countermeasures proposed to counter SE attacks, including the most prominent ML-based
methods. The section also covers existing concerns about ML-based countermeasures.

Section 5 In this section, concerns over recently proposed methods to counter SE attacks are discussed. The section also emphasizes the need
for a multidimensional approach to counter SE attacks. The limitations of the paper are also highlighted in this section.

5. Conclusions

Cyberattacks based on SE are major threats to organizations and individuals. As high-
lighted in the paper, human vulnerabilities play a key role in initiating SE attack cycles.
Recent SE attacks have highlighted that exploiting the human factor to conduct a cyberat-
tack is a highly efficient approach. As a result, security through technology is no longer the
sole solution for an organization or an individual. In organizations, the responsibility of
mitigating cybersecurity threats is a shared task between the IT department and every em-
ployee. One approach to reducing the exploitation of human vulnerabilities is to improve
security awareness. However, only providing awareness against SE-based cyberattacks is
not sufficient. At the organizational level, a systematic approach to identifying vulnerable
employees can play a significant role in minimizing cybersecurity threats, i.e., by analyzing
the security awareness of the workforce, maintaining effective means of communication
(regarding cyberattack threats), routine system updates, and appropriate security infras-
tructure. A cybersecurity approach involving human factors is a step towards an efficient,
robust, and resilient cybersecurity framework. This research paper can provide grounds
for analyzing and constructing a security framework involving human factors. The paper
provides systematic knowledge of SE attacks, methods of attacks, human vulnerabilities,
mapping of attacks on human vulnerabilities, and recent research on mitigating SE attacks;
thus, this paper provides a structural perspective to help understand how SE attacks work.
For future work, we plan to design a systematic flow of steps to follow in case of a SE-based
cyberattack or threat. The flow will also help in identifying vulnerabilities in implemented
security infrastructure and employee awareness of SE cyberattacks.
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SE social engineering
BEC business email compromise
RAT remote access Trojan
ML machine learning
DSD distributed spam distraction
GANs generative adversarial networks
ANNs artificial neural networks
TPB theory of planned behavior
IDT interpersonal deception theory
SMS short message service
NLP natural language processing
DL deep learning
DNN deep neural network
LSTM long short-term memory
RL reinforcement learning
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